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The public sector is not an exception when it comes to risks, and the notion of modern accountability demands demonstration of risk management (RM) initiatives. However, the increasing trend of irregularities, non-compliance with regulation and mismanagement of government assets are deteriorating public sector accountability. This scenario has placed existing mechanisms of accountability under challenge as they have eroded public trust and confidence. There are scarce empirical studies on the effect of RM practices on accountability and the drivers of RM practices, in particular regulatory pressure and performance measurement system (PMS) use. To investigate the role of RM practices in enhancing public sector accountability, this study drew upon institutional theory and resource-based view to examine the relationships of regulatory pressure and RM practices, PMS use and RM practices, RM practices and accountability, mediating effect of RM practices in the relationship between regulatory pressure and accountability, and mediating effect of RM practices in the relationship between PMS use and accountability. Survey questionnaires were distributed to 217 Chief Risk Officers, top management and branch managers from the Malaysian Federal Statutory Bodies and their main branch offices. 110 usable responses were analyzed using partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) techniques. The results of the study demonstrated that regulatory pressure and all the dimensions of PMS use except for legitimization have significant positive effects on different dimensions of RM practices. In testing the relationship between RM practices and accountability, it indicated that only risk identification has a significant positive effect on accountability. Furthermore, although risk identification did not mediate the relationship between regulatory pressure and accountability, it mediated the relationship between PMS use for monitoring and accountability as well as the relationship between PMS use for attention-focusing and accountability. These findings have provided knowledge and guidance to public sector managers on the implementation of effective RM to enhance accountability and develop a comprehensive RM policy leading to competitive advantage and sustainable growth.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Chapter Overview

The Malaysian Federal Statutory Bodies (FSBs) are no exception when it comes to risks that can challenge its service delivery system, accountability and growth sustainability. To stay abreast with the competition in other sectors, there has been increasing initiatives to mitigate risk through the adoption of risk management. However, not much empirical discussion is found on the effect of RM practices on public sector accountability. Therefore, this thesis aims to investigate the role of RM practices in enhancing accountability particularly in the Malaysian FSBs. Furthermore, RM practices in the public sector is driven by regulatory pressure and performance measurement system (PMS) use. Hence, there is a need to study the different drivers of RM practices and the impact of different RM processes on organizational level accountability. The dimensions of PMS use are monitoring, attention-focusing, strategic decision-making and legitimization while the dimensions of RM practices include several incremental processes of identification, assessment and monitoring of risk. This study also measures the mediating effect of RM practices to clarify how RM practices affect accountability.

This chapter presents the introduction of the thesis that contains seven main sections. The first section presents the background of the study, which describes the importance of RM practices to enhance accountability in Malaysian FSBs. The second section presents the gaps in the literature forming the problem of the study and further explains the rationale of the study. The third section discusses the
research questions and objectives. The following section outlines the theoretical and empirical significance of the study. Subsequently, the scope of the study and the operational definition of the related constructs of the research encompassing RM practices, accountability, regulatory pressure and PMS use are discussed. Finally, the chapter ends with the explanation on the structure of thesis.

1.2 Background of the Study

FSBs are the operating arm of the Federal Government to implement all programs related to public sector reform initiatives. The alignment of the FSB’s strategic mission with government’s aspirations has led the FSBs to pursue new performance measures and more challenging targets. Hence, the FSBs have to comply with the related financial management and internal control regulations that emphasize better results and value-for-money in relation to reform initiatives. However, unexpected implications on public sector reform initiatives could erode control effort and have effect on accountability (Nyland and Petterson, 2015). Furthermore, the transformation of the public sector in terms of restructuring and operation through hybrid forms of organization such as public-private collaboration and private financing initiatives have exposed the public sector to greater risk which further challenges its control structure and accountability (Nyland and Petterson, 2015). Therefore, the risk management practices (RM) of the Malaysian FSBs need further validation.

Many studies have considered RM as component of the organization’s management control system (MCS) (Bhimani, 2003; Beasley et al., 2005; Gordon et al., 2009; Subramanian et al., 2011) and demonstrated their association from various aspects including its comparative definitions (Mikes, 2011), the levers of control of MCS (Simons, 1995; Widener, 2007; Mikes, 2009), through MCS’s component, PMS (Widener, 2007; Simons, 2000) and from the perspectives of management accounting system (Rasid et al., 2014; Rasid et al., 2011; Rasid and Rahman, 2009; Bhimani, 2009; Collier et al., 2007). Thus, it can be concluded that RM stems from MCS to further substantiate controls in the organization, to form better governance
practices and encourage a common focus towards achieving targeted goals. Risk management is a new idea (Arena et al., 2010; Power, 2007; Power, 2013; Spira and Page, 2003) that is related to the accomplishment of organization’s objectives (Woods, 2008).

RM involves the identification and mitigation of risk in accordance with organization’s capacity and it is a crucial mechanism for strategic planning, control and decision making (Mikes, 2009). Organizations around the world are exposed to a range of risks every day varying from market and compliance risk to operational and reputational risk. Vulnerabilities of these organizations to uncertainties and intense competition from the effect of globalization and market liberalization (Azizan and Lai, 2013) has raised the awareness of managers of the potential benefits of risk management. In addition, RM could lead to better project management, effective use of resources and better service delivery (Collier et al., 2007). RM provides several other benefits to the public sector including the ability to prioritize resources, improve decision making, better stakeholder relations, increased ability to meet organizational goals and accountability, assurance and governance (Public Accounts Committee NSW, 2005).

Risk management has gone through a tremendous evolution where it was initially linked to the use of market insurance to protect organizations against accidental losses (Dionne, 2013). The revolution in RM practices has culminated in the publication of Integrated RM Framework-Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) in 2004, particularly to substantiate the inadequacies and failures of internal control systems (Hayne and Free, 2014). In the same year, the revised AS/NZS4360:2004 risk management standard was published and later became the ISO 31000:2009. ERM has transformed risk management from an external technical tool into a unified technique of managing risk organization-wide (Mikes, 2009; Power, 2007; Woods, 2009; Arena et al., 2011) which is aligned with organizational objectives (Woods, 2008; Power, 2009). ERM’s capability to improve organizational efficiency and value (Sobel and Reding, 2004; Beasley et al., 2006; Lam, 2006) has been acclaimed as best practice template (Power, 2007).
Notably, the creation of specific risk functions to manage risks in fragmented manner will only burden organizations in terms of cost and time (Togok et al., 2014). However, as COSO’s ERM was subjected to various criticism (Fraser et al., 2011; Power, 2009; Samad-Khan, 2005; Quinn, 2006), the present study applies the RM processes by MS ISO 31000:2010. In fact, MS ISO 31000:2010 provides principles and generic guidelines on integrated RM for managing any form of risk that can be applied in various contexts.

Existing literature indicates that PMS is a factor that affects public sector accountability (Halachmi, 2002a; Kloot, 2009; Hoque, 2008; Bolton, 2003; Tan, 2014; Abdali et al., 2013; Saliterer and Korac, 2013). However, the immaturity of risk management in most organizations is in relation to the lack of its alignment with corporate strategy and strategic planning. Since the goals of RM system and performance management system are identical (Collier and Berry, 2002; Ferreira and Otley, 2009; Ojiako, 2012), they could improve decision-making quality. Performance measurement systems guide organizational efforts towards objectives and determines attainment of key success factors through indicators and results of activities (Hoque, 2008). In fact, organizational objectives are input to RM identification process (Chapman, 2006) and PMS or Key Performance Indicator (KPI) could provide this information for managers to focus on what to control. Hence, PMS use for various purposes could influence RM in assuring the achievement of organizational objectives (Loosemore et al., 2006).

Regulatory pressure encourages adherence to laws and regulations which in turn promote organizational transparency and accountability. Notably, accountability denotes control over abuse of power by authorities and misuse of public resources and organizational learning towards service improvement (Aucoin and Heintzman, 2000). Regulation is referred to as the effort of regulators to control or modify the behavior of the regulatees (Ashworth et al., 2002). In other words, authorities that have direct control over the operation of public agencies (Hood and Scott, 1996) enforce this regulation. Despite various institutional pressure, central government policy is observed as the prominent external factor that drives RM practices in the public sector (Woods, 2009; Collier and Woods, 2011). However,
many organizations have yet to adopt RM (Beasley et al., 2005), and in particular, the variance of RM practices in Federal Statutory Bodies (FSBs) in Malaysia is unknown. Less attention was given to the extent that RM practices can vary due to the effects from different drivers: regulatory pressure and PMS use and how different RM processes can have an impact on accountability.

In the public sector, good governance considers both performance and accountability within a RM framework rather than trading one off against the other (Walker et al., 2010). Greater accountability refers to providing more visibility and transparency for organizational activity and promoting appropriate behaviour which ultimately leads to improved organizational performance (Dubnick, 2005). Since the existing mechanisms of accountability is under challenge, sophisticated tools/strategies are needed to enforce responsible administrative behavior (Siddiquee, 2006). In addition, Said et al. (2014) claimed that mission based management practices are required to demonstrate high level of accountability. Notably, RM system is an integral part of mission based management system. While the notion of modern accountability in the public sector demands demonstration of risk management initiatives (Spira and Page, 2003), continuous effort has been taken to mitigate the adverse effects of risk and to exploit arising opportunities. However, RM was found to be rationalized by either compliance or performance, ignoring accountability as one of the rationalities of risk management (Arena et al., 2010).

In relation to government aspirations, a sophisticated RM practice is required to improve FSBs’ performance, ensure the efficient use of resources, promote innovation (Chapman, 2006; Ene and Dobrea, 2006) and with stand stringent auditing and stakeholder scrutiny. Central government policy which emphasizes results, best value and centralized performance assessment has been discovered as factor that drives RM implementation in many public sectors in United Kingdom, Canada and Australia (Woods, 2009; Collier and Wood, 2011; Leung and Isaacs, 2008). In addition, PMS use for various purposes could influence RM in assuring the achievement of organizational objectives (Loosemore et al., 2006; Chapman, 2006). Thus, the successful implementation of RM is heavily dependent on the external and internal drivers that trigger RM practices. Therefore, this study suggests
PMS use (Henri, 2006b) and regulatory pressure, more widely known as central government policies, (Woods, 2009; Collier and Wood, 2011) as potential drivers that influence RM practices in FSBs. There is also a need to examine the variation in RM practices (Arena and Arnaboldi, 2014) in FSBs, and to validate its role in enhancing the public sector accountability.

1.2.1 Malaysian Federal Statutory Bodies

The Statutory Act (Accounts and Annual Report) 1980 (Act 240) defines FSBs as an establishment incorporated in accordance to Federal Laws. FSB was established to implement government policies through pre-determined activities and programs. Accordingly, the Board of Directors are formed to execute good governance practices, management and specified activities. Some of the FSBs depend on government resources while others self-generate their income to finance operation. FSBs legislate their own financial policy, systems, procedures and form its’ accounting policies which is incompliance with the applicable accounting standards. By virtue of the Statutory Bodies Act (Accounts & Annual Reports) 1980 (Act 240), FSBs are required to submit an annual report regarding their financial position to the Auditors General for audit purpose. A copy of the audited financial statement must be submitted to the Ministry so that the Ministry can present these reports to Parliament (Auditor General Malaysia, 2013). In addition, FSBs services which span a variety of disparate services including health care, financial services, education and agricultural (Auzair, 2015) can also be affected by volatilities in economic conditions, social and political changes (Saeidi et al., 2013). To gain resilience and to strengthen the financial position for sustainability, the Malaysian government has launched the Fiscal Transformation Program (FTP). The reform initiatives under FTP include good and service taxes (GST), outcome-based budgeting, accrual-based accounting, subsidy rationalization, improving spending efficiency and stringent auditing. With these reforms, the Federal Government’s deficit level is expected to decline to 3% of GDP (2014: 3.5% and 2013: 3.9%) (Ministry of Finance, 2014).
By 2015, there were one hundred and twenty three (123) FSBs under twenty two (22) different Ministries undertaking various economic and social activities covering several sectors namely agriculture and commodity, regional development, trade and industry, education and training, ports, finance and others. The increasing autonomy for resource management at the FSBs level highlights the need for reliable RM practices, effective control, achievement of organizational goals and greater accountability on the part of top management.

For instance, in 2010, the FSBs generated operational revenue of RM78.69 billion, which encapsulates government grant of RM15.01 billion (19.1%) and self-generated income of RM63.68 billion (80.9%). In addition, the FSBs recorded net surplus of RM41.31 billion in 2010 where eighty-three (83) FSBs recorded surplus of RM42.07 billion while thirty-five (35) FSBs incurred deficit of RM753.25 million. Statistics revealed that the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) received the highest amount of operating grant from the government, which amounted to RM7.80 billion (equivalent to 52% of total grant disbursed in 2010) and self-generated only RM2.98 billion of revenue (4.7% of total revenue generated by the FSBs).

Realizing the huge amount of grants disbursed annually to the Public Sector, the Chief Secretary’s Office issued a guideline on *Enhancing Public Sector Governance in 2007*. This guideline highlighted the importance of four main principles of good governance encapsulating integrity, accountability, stewardship and transparency. The guideline further stipulated the responsibility of Agency Head to ensure management commitment to governance, good relationship with stakeholders, external and internal accountability, strategic management, performance monitoring and risk management. In addition, all resource entrusted civil servants are required to identify and manage risk encountered in their respective programs or projects. Furthermore, risk information is necessary for crucial decision making such as investment and budgeting in the public sector (Lai and Samad, 2011). Subsequently, the Prime Minister’s Order No. 1, 2009 – *Initiative to Enhance Integrity in the Administrative Management of the Malaysian Government: Establishment of the Committee on Integrity and Governance* was released. The
main aim of this initiative was to establish Committee on Integrity and Governance to ensure the quality of the service delivery system is based on good governance, integrity and free from bureaucracy. Simultaneously, the service delivery system should be free from corruption, malpractice and abuse of power. Among the Committee’s terms of reference was internal control, which requires the public sector to practice risk management techniques to minimize the exposure to business risk. Therefore, non-compliance to the government regulations could challenge public sector accountability (Siddiquee, 2006).

The government introduced various control systems to expel or restrict negligence or mismanagement of government funds and to ensure accountability in public sector spending. These include the Malaysian Institute of Integrity (IIM), the Malaysian Public Complaint Bureau, various audits by Auditor General and Star Rating system (Said et al., 2015). In 2009, six National Key Results Areas under Government Transformation Programs were designed to enhance public sector accountability. Despite efforts to improve service delivery, criticisms and complaints on public service continue to exist. Several issues of negligence and failure to discharge government duties were reported by the Auditor General, namely improper payment, procurement work that did not follow specifications, low quality, or unsuitability to a project; unreasonable delays, waste, weakness in managing revenues and government assets (Auditor General Malaysia, 2013).

The financial management and internal control of the FSBs are audited periodically by the Auditor General of Malaysia, to provide reasonable assurance of their strength. Specifically, this audit is performed to ensure that organizations’ financial management and internal control adhere to several internal control objectives (COSO, 2013). The ranking system based on an accountability index is used to assess the FSBs’ performance from 8 aspects of financial management and internal control: top management control, budget control, collection control, expenditure control, trust fund management, assets management, investment and loan management and financial statement submission (Bakar and Ismail, 2011). The accountability index assigns star ratings based on the total scores and level of control.
In addition, the Auditor General is empowered to conduct a detailed audit of FSBs accounts and the management of FSBs activities as well as the activities of their subsidiaries (Siddiquee, 2006). A glance at the auditor’s report revealed irregularities, non-compliance to regulation and mismanagement of government assets. The findings of the audit for the past four years revealed 102 cases of mismanagement and financial irregularities (Auditor General Malaysia, 2014; 2013; 2012; 2011). For example, the report as presented in Table 1.1 observed that 15 FSBs did not comply with the procurement policy while 13 FSBs were involved in irregularities concerning various construction projects. Furthermore, the management of subsidiary companies by 24 FSBs was not satisfactory. In particular, this report shows the FSBs have failed to comply with regulation and government circular (Siddiquee, 2006) leading to various operational and non-compliance risk which has somehow eroded public sector accountability (Said et al., 2015).

Table 1.1: Audit findings by FSBs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procurement management</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation/estate management</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction management/ renovation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset/land management</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment management</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan management</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory contribution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cases</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidiary management</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Problem Statement

The increasing trend of irregularities, non-compliance to regulation and mismanagement of government assets is deteriorating public sector accountability. Hence, the existing mechanisms of public sector accountability are under challenge and are eroding public trust and confidence (Siddiquee, 2006). The audit finding for the past four years revealed 102 cases of mismanagement and financial irregularities (Auditor General Malaysia 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014). In addition, the latest financial management and internal control of FSBs indicated that 77% of the rotationally audited agencies in 2013 were ranked below excellent level (four star) in terms of their ranking (Auditor General Malaysia, 2013). Even though there was slight improvement compared to 89% in 2011, these prolonged weaknesses have eroded public trust in public sector agencies and post further challenges to its’ accountability particularly in demonstrating excellent results and value-for-money. In fact, Malaysian voters expressed their deep discontent with government services in the 2008 elections when Barisan Nasional, the ruling coalition, experienced its worst election performance since independence in 1957 (Iyer, 2011 cf. Said et al., 2015). Hence, sophisticated tools/strategies are needed to enforce responsible administrative behavior (Siddiquee, 2006) to regain public confidence. Therefore, RM practices could be used to address the issues related to FSB’s accountability in delivering better results, value-for-money (Collier and Woods, 2011; Leung and Isaacs, 2008) and for control purpose.

Many studies have investigated the factors that affect the usage of RM. Most of the factors affecting RM dealt with accounting ratios, corporate governance structure and company characteristics which are suitable for private sector organizations. These studies have ignored the context and the institutional setting in which different organizations operate (Woods, 2009; Collier and Woods, 2011; Azizan and Lai, 2013). However, most factors have been considered from the perspective of contingency theories (Woods, 2009; Mikes and Kaplan, 2014; Gordon et al., 2009; Nedaei et al., 2015) which is situation specific (Collier and Woods, 2011). Moreover, the variances in the practice of RM in places (Mikes, 2011; Mikes, 2009; Arena et al., 2010) pose further challenges to the isomorphism perspectives of
institutional theory. In fact, the effect of external pressure on the institutionalization of RM and the similarity of RM practices across diverse organizations can be explained better from institutional theory (Collier and Woods, 2011). Thus, this study is grounded in institutional theory.

The institutional theory posits that the institutional environment has a strong influence on the development of structures in an organization and specifically, pressure from external constituencies is the primary determinant of organizational structure (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) which needs to be conformed to gain legitimacy (Brignal and Modell, 2000). Organizations in the same line of business will try to change constantly where powerful external and internal forces lead them to become homogenous or similar to one another. The concept that explains homogenization is isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). While institutional theory has been used in many MCS studies (Hoque, 2008; Cavalluzzo and Ittner, 2004; Tessier and Otley, 2012; Burns and Scapens, 2000; Modell, 2001; Carpenter and Feroz, 2001) the studies on RM as subset of MCS are scarce (Collier and Woods, 2011).

Among the determinants of RM practices in the previous studies, regulatory pressure and PMS use are the most significant drivers of RM in the public sector. The central government policy was discovered as the most powerful contingent factor that affects RM control system implementation (Woods, 2009; Collier and Woods, 2011). In addition, the central government and the regulatory bodies not only regulate the operation and internal control system of FSBs but also exert reform initiatives through issuance of regulations and policies, making regulatory pressure the most powerful driver for RM practices (Woods, 2009). There are several reasons for choosing regulatory pressure: first, changes in government policies and regulations could lead to major changes in the control system, which can incur high cost and wastage of resources if not considered wisely. Second, government reform initiatives and projects involve large amounts of investment and pose new challenges to hybridized control and accountability of FSBs (Nyland and Petterson, 2015). Third, many regulations and RM related frameworks have been published globally which have been interpreted differently by organizations (COSO, 2004).
PMS use is also a crucial element related to RM practices (Loosemore et al., 2006). Organization’s objectives are measured by defining PMS or KPI associated with each objective and help management to focus on what they are trying to control. PMS provide strategic information which can be considered as resources under resource-based view, leading to competitive advantage. In fact, performance measures allow managers to identify risk and opportunities associated with an objective or decision. Since risk management is also about achieving objectives, the quantifiable performance measures provide input and become targets for RM success (Loosemore et al., 2006; Chapman, 2006). This study refers to the nature of performance measures as PMS use for monitoring, attention-focusing, strategic decision-making and legitimization (Henri, 2006b). Despite the importance of these two variables, limited studies have investigated these factors in relation to RM practices (Woods, 2009; Collier and Woods, 2011; Loosemore et al., 2006; Arena and Arnaboldi, 2014). Thus, this study has filled the theoretical gap by focusing on the institutional theory and resource-based view with consideration given the two prominent drivers, regulatory pressure and PMS use.

Most of the studies on RM consequences focused on the usage and design of ERM and have occupied secondary data to indicate RM adoption. For example, researchers used various measures as indicators including: the appointment of CRO (Liebenberg and Hoyt, 2003; Beasley et al., 2008; Pagach and Warr, 2011), stages of ERM practices (Beasley et al., 2005), ‘standard & poor’ ERM ratings (McShane et al., 2011; Baxter et al., 2012) and use of secondary data filings to identify ERM activities. However, apart from the adoption of RM to improve performance, emphasis on different processes of RM practices (Al-Tamimi and Al-Mazrooei, 2007), which are determined by their drivers is scarce. Since there are limited studies which examined RM processes in detail, and to have a broader understanding of RM practices in the FSBs, this study examined three crucial processes of RM namely risk identification, assessment and monitoring (Mikes and Kaplan, 2014; Al-Tamimi and Al-Mazrooei, 2007). The previous researches have also ignored the impact of these processes on accountability.
Previous studies have investigated RM with either compliance or performance consequences (Arena et al., 2010; Mikes, 2009; Mikes, 2011) but ignored the accountability rationale of public sector organizations. However, regulatory bodies have always emphasized internal control system as mechanism to protect organization against risk and improve accountability (Woods, 2008). RM is a subset to internal control which could overcome the unfavorable effects of risk and at the same time, the idea of accountability requires evidence of RM initiatives (Spira and Page, 2003). However, there are lack of studies that investigate the relationship between regulatory pressure, PMS use, RM processes and accountability. Furthermore, recommendations for frontier research in governance and accountability pointed out RM as mechanism for accountability (Brennan and Solomon, 2008), that require further research.

This study is also grounded by resource-based view (RBV) which seeks to explain that internal scarce resources can lead to competitive advantage and these resources need to be sustained (Barney, 1991). Following Hooley et al. (1998), the prominent variables of this study, RM system and PMS information, are resources (intangible assets) which are key to superior performance. These resources enable organizations to gain competitive advantage if they comply with the specified criteria. With resources which are heterogeneous and imperfectly mobile, organizations could employ different strategies to outperform others to achieve competitive advantage. This study focused on the PMS information deployed through RM practices (resources) to produce risk-based control and decision which will enhance accountability. The FSBs capability to deal with risk exposure enhances the reputation (intangible asset) of FSBs and will eventually attract future in flow of investment to create competitive advantage for sustainability. MCS literature has devoted scant attention to RBV model (Henri, 2006a; Theriou et al., 2009) and only a few RM studies have applied this perspective (Andersen, 2008; Oliveira et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2003).

Another area which requires attention is related to the effect of RM practices on accountability under different circumstances. Further studies are needed to investigate which RM process is suitable to enhance accountability when initiated by
different drivers. This leads to another theoretical gap, the mediating effect of RM processes (risk identification, risk assessment and risk monitoring). By considering the issues highlighted above, this study shed light on the RM practices of the Federal Statutory Bodies of Malaysia. The proposed research framework examine the effect of regulatory pressure and PMS use on RM practices to enhance accountability in the Malaysian FSBs.

1.4 Research Questions

Based on problem statement, this study attempts to answer several research questions as follows:

a) What is the relationship between regulatory pressure and RM practices among FSBs in Malaysia?
b) Is there a positive and significant relationship between PMS use and RM practices among FSBs in Malaysia?
c) Is there a positive and significant relationship between RM practices and accountability among FSBs in Malaysia?
d) Do RM practices mediate the relationship between regulatory pressure and accountability among FSBs in Malaysia?
e) Do RM practices mediate the relationship between PMS use and accountability among FSBs in Malaysia?

1.5 Research Objectives

In light of the rationales presented, the aim of this study is to investigate the predictive effects of regulatory pressure, PMS use and RM practices on accountability using mediation framework that is grounded in institutional theory and resource-based view. The objectives of this study are as follows:
a) To examine the relationship between regulatory pressure and RM practices among FSBs in Malaysia.

b) To investigate the relationship between PMS use and RM practices among FSBs in Malaysia.

c) To examine the relationship between RM practices and accountability among FSBs in Malaysia.

d) To assess if RM practices mediate the relationship between regulatory pressure and accountability among FSBs in Malaysia.

e) To assess if RM practices mediate the relationship between PMS use and accountability among FSBs in Malaysia.

This study suggests that in FSBs, accountability can be enhanced through practice of RM. Based on resource-based view, risk management is a form of the organization’s key resources that need to be sustained to gain competitive advantage which could also lead to better organizational performance and accountability. In line with institutional theory, FSBs gain legitimacy by practicing RM which is exerted by pressure external to the organizations. In addition, PMS developed and used in FSBs to ensure concerted effort towards achievement of FSBs objectives can also influence RM practices to control risk related to the objectives.

1.6 Research Significance

This study contributes to the literature by addressing the importance of RM practices for FSBs in Malaysia, highlighting the significance of risk tolerance in strategic decision making for sustainability. The findings aimed at improving the public sector accountability by providing insights on the variance in RM practices which could contribute to policy revision. At present, the debate on the contributors of RM and variance in RM practices are focused on private sector. Hence, there is lack of empirical evidence on the relevance of RM practices for public sector accountability. It is hoped this study will contribute to awareness and understanding of the potentials of RM and shed light on their relevance to
minimize risk related problems and issues in the public sector globally. The significance of this study with regard to theory and empirical are discussed in the following subsections.

1.6.1 Theoretical

This study contributes to the body of knowledge in several ways. First, it integrates both institutional theory (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) and resource-based view (RBV) (Barney, 1991) in one conceptual framework for further testing to provide understanding on how these theories complement each other in enhancing accountability. Second, with combination of variables of institutional theories (regulatory pressure) and resources of RBV (RM system and PMS information) (Hooley et al., 1998), this study introduces a new control mechanism into RM, MCS and accountability literature.

Third, far too little attention has been given to investigate the effect of RM practices on public sector accountability. Past studies on RM have concentrated on firm-specific contingency factors and several consequences including organizational performance and firm value (Subramaniam et al., 2011; Gordon et al., 2009), shareholder wealth (Beasley et al., 2008) and corporate governance (structure) (Baxter et al., 2012; Liebenberg and Hoyt, 2003; Beasley et al., 2005). In fact, result and risk control-based accountability would further contribute to the emergence of public sector reputation (intangible resource of RBV) crucial for competitive advantage and sustainability.

Fourth, the new conceptual framework provides insights into the mediating role of RM practices on accountability. To date RBV framework has not been used to investigate the mediating effect of RM practices simultaneously, either in the private or public sector. From the perspectives of RBV, RM system is considered as scarce intangible asset (resource) that need to be sustained to gain competitive advantage. This study tends to blend resource from strategic management literature
with RM practices from MCS literature. This study also establishes the importance of appropriate uses of PMS as RBV resource and regulatory pressure to trigger RM practices in enhancing accountability.

Fifth, it is important to note that the concept of RM control in this study is different from the perspective of RM control in Woods (2009), Gordon et al. (2009) and Mikes and Kaplan (2013) study. This study extends the concept of RM practices from the view of public sector accountability. This study also extends the existing list of factors or drivers in the RM literature to include a new driver of RM practices, PMS use (Henri, 2006b). The study also introduced RM practices as mediator variable in the RM literature, whereas regulatory pressure is viewed from the aspect of regulations issued by external bodies to reduce problem (Ashworth et al., 2002) and to control the operation of FSBs towards improved result and value for money (Collier and Woods, 2011).

1.6.2 Empirical

The findings of this study could provide useful information to politicians and key management who are seeking to reduce losses or the impact of compliance, operational and reporting risk at work place. In line with the government’s effort to enhance public sector governance, the study will also aid the Integrity and Governance Committee to provide assurance on the quality of service delivery system in the public sector. The result of the study is expected to assist Auditor General to assess the RM practices and provide assurance on financial management and internal control, which consequently will improve the Financial Management Accountability Index (AI) rating of the public sector. The results of this study will be valuable to the policy makers especially the Treasury in developing RM guidelines for the public sector, particularly FSBs.
1.7 **Scope of the Study**

The study investigates the effects of regulatory pressure and four dimensions of PMS use (monitoring, attention-focusing, strategic decision-making and legitimization) on RM practices (consisting of three RM processes risk identification, risk assessment and risk monitoring). This study also examines the mediating effects of these RM processes on accountability. To test the predicted hypotheses, the population of the study is chosen from Malaysian FSBs which are the operating arm of Federal Government to perform reform initiatives. The FSBs are also main consumer of government funds and subject to government regulation and shareholders demand for good governance. List of FSBs is obtained from Ministry of Finance and Auditor General Department.

The information on FSBs that are practicing RM and their contact information are captured from the Auditor General’s Report and their respective website. However, FSBs with less than 100 employees are excluded from this study as they do not justify the presence of formal organizational practice (Henri, 2006b) including RM. As the population is geographically dispersed, data was collected using self-administered questionnaire, which was emailed to two hundred and seventeen FSBs and their main branch offices that have adopted RM. The respondents were the persons responsible for RM including Chief Risk Officers, top management and branch managers.

Although Enterprise Risk Management offers an integrated framework to manage risk, the scope of this study is limited to RM. This study applies the MS ISO 31000:2010 RM processes due for several reasons: (1) the RM framework has been successfully implemented in Malaysia and audited for compliance certification by SIRIM, (2) the RM framework is more suitable for non-commercial environment like FSBs of Malaysia which consist of individual organizations (majority of the FSBs are without business unit and subsidiary) and (3) FSBs have complex structure with different autonomy to plan spending and operate. However, this study has cited ERM related articles to reveal the current development in the area of study.
1.8 Operational Definitions

In this section, the operational definitions of key terms of the study are provided. This study focused on RM practices, accountability, regulatory pressure and PMS use.

1.8.1 Risk Management Practices

This study investigates the mediating role of RM practices by empirically assessing three main processes of RM practices namely: risk identification, assessment and monitoring. The Malaysian Standard of ISO31000:2010 defines risk management as ‘coordinated activities to direct and control organization with regard to risk’. The RM process of this particular standard includes establishing the context, identifying, analysing, evaluating and treating risk. The RM process also includes communication and consulting along the different process of RM and monitoring and reviewing overall RM framework (MS ISO31000:2010). However, since this research intends to investigate the emphasis placed for RM practices in FBSs and not to compare the details of RM activities among FSBs, only crucial RM processes of risk identification, risk assessment (Mikes and Kaplan, 2014) and risk monitoring (Al-Tamimi and Al-Mazrooei, 2007) were considered and included in the survey instrument.

1.8.2 Accountability

Since this study is performed in FSBs, it is appropriate to examine accountability as endogenous variable. In this study, accountability refers to FSBs requirement to justify their actions to multiple stakeholders (Parker and Gould, 1999) in regard to organizational service, performance and risk management control. Apart from meeting stakeholders demand for good governance in terms of improved
performance and accountability (Walker et al., 2010), this study aims to introduce RM practices as new initiative for discharging accountability (Spira and Page, 2003).

As spillover effect, accountability encourages organizational learning (based on stakeholder’s feedback) and enhances public sector reputation which are crucial for public sector sustainability. Specifically, accountability requires governance arrangement such as RM being practiced to provide visibility of results and control to both internal and external stakeholders within applicable rules and regulations.

1.8.3 Regulatory Pressure

The first exogenous variable of the study is regulatory pressure. In this study, regulatory pressure refers to the pressure exerted on FSBs in the form of regulations issued by the central government, regulatory bodies, other stakeholders and professional bodies to enhance public sector governance and accountability. This regulation is intended to reduce certain problems (Ashworth et al., 2002) and to control the operation of public sector to achieve better results and value-for-money.

The pressure exerted on the FSBs emerges in the form of coercive (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) due to resource dependence (Collier and Woods, 2011) or other regulatory compliance reason including central government policy, regulatory bodies, other stakeholders and professional bodies such as standard-setters (Collier et al., 2007).

1.8.4 PMS Use

The second exogenous variable of the study refers to an organization characteristic factor known as PMS use. PMS use refers to the different uses of performance measures to influence the behavior of managers so that their actions are
aligned toward organizational goals. In this study, PMS use is classified into four dimensions: for monitoring, attention-focusing, strategic decision-making and legitimization (Henri, 2006b).

First dimension is PMS use for monitoring, refers to the use of performance measures by top management for tracking progress towards goals and for comparing the actual outcome to the target. Second dimension is PMS use for attention-focusing, refers to the use of performance measures by top management to send a signal across the organization and to provide common focus of the organizations critical success factors, goal targets and uncertainty. Third dimension is PMS use for strategic decision-making, refers to the use of performance measures by top management to choose among the best alternatives (for example investment decision based on ROI) and to consider different ideas in relation to problem solving. Fourth dimension is PMS use for legitimization, refers to the use of performance measures by top management to justify or rationalize past decisions made in uncertain conditions and to validate current and future action (Henri, 2006b).

1.9 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on RM practices, PMS use, regulatory pressure and accountability as well the underpinning theories, specifically highlighting the need to examine these variables within a mediation framework of accountability. This chapter also discusses the research hypothesis to be tested based on the proposed conceptual framework. Chapter 3 describes the methodology applied in the research including the research design, sampling and data collection procedure, measurement instrument, pilot study and plans for data analysis. Chapter 4 discusses the analysis results of the hypothesis test. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the study, theoretical contribution and practical implications, limitations of the study and provides suggestion for future research.
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